In this paper we present analytical solution of a fractional order predator-prey model, where prey grows logistically and predation occurs following type II response function, by homotopy perturbation method. Numerical solutions are presented to illustrate different particular cases. Our computational results show that accurate solution may be obtained with few iterations.
Introduction
Fractional calculus, which is generalization of integer order differentiation and n−fold integration, has been successfully applied in different branches of science and engineering. In recent past, it has also been applied in several ecological models [1, 7, 8] . Differential equations with fractional-order derivatives (or integrals) are generally called fractional differential (or integral) equations. If x(t) and y(t) be, respectively, the densities of prey and predator populations at time t then a general model for predator-prey interaction can be written as dx dt = xg(x, y),
where g and h are the per capita growth rates of prey and predator populations. If we choose g(x, y) = a − by and h(x, y) = cx − d, then the above predator-prey system (1) becomes the familiar Lotka-Volterra system:
(t) − bx(t)y(t), dy dt = cx(t)y(t) − dy(t).
Here prey population grows exponentially with rate constant a, predator consumes prey at a rate b. The parameters c and d represent, respectively, the growth rate and death rate of predator. May [3] studied the system (2) and showed that the interior equilibrium has neutral stability. Fractional differential equations have the ability of providing an exact or an approximate solutions of a nonlinear system. The main advantage of fractional order system is that they allow greater degrees of freedom than an integer order system [8] . Any first order system of differential equations can be transformed into a fractional order system by replacing just the ordinary derivative by fractional order derivative. Das et al. [8] have recently solved the following fractional order Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model by Homotopy perturbation method In an earlier study [7] , they studied the same model by Homotopy perturbation method assuming that a = b = c = d = 1. Cui and Yang [1] modified the system (3) by considering predator's density dependent death. All these models assume that the predator's functional response, defined as the number of prey catch per predator per unit of time (here it is bx), is unsaturated. It implies that per capita predation increases with the prey density and there exists no upper limit to the prey consumption rate of predator. In natural system, however, per capita prey consumption should satiate as the prey density increases. Holling type II response function of predator represented by αx a+x , where α is the saturation vale of the functional response and a is the half-saturation constant, is assumed to be a more appropriate function to express predator's prey capture rate [18] . To the best of our knowledge, nobody has considered this type II function to find the analytical solution of a fractional order predator-prey model as the analytical complexity multiplies in this case. Here we find the analytical solution of a predatorprey model when predator's response function is type II. We consider the following benchmark integer order predator-prey model, popularly known as Rosenzweig-MacArthur model [19] :
This model says that the prey population x(t) grows in logistic fashion with intrinsic growth rate r and carrying capacity K. Predator y(t) captures the prey at a maximum rate α with half saturation constant a. The parameters β and d represent, respectively, the growth and death rates of predator. Considering the fractional derivatives in the sense of Caputo derivative and assuming 0 < m ≤ 1, 0 < n ≤ 1, we have the following fractional order predator-prey model:
The initial conditions are considered as x(0) = δ and y(o) = γ. From biological point of view, δ and γ are assumed to be positive and all other parameters are also considered to be positive. The main advantage of Caputo's approach is that the initial conditions for the fractional differential equations with Caputo derivatives takes the similar form as for integer-order differential equations [1, 6] , i.e., it has advantage of defining integer order initial conditions for fractional order differential equations, but unfortunately Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative approach is unable to define such thing.
In this study, we analyze the system (5) and find its approximate analytical solution with the help of Homotopy perturbation method.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give some definitions and basic conception of Homotopy perturbation method. Analytical solution of the model is presented in Section 3. Extensive numerical computation are presented in Section 4 and the paper ends with a summary in Section 5.
Preliminaries

Fractional calculus
Fractional calculus is a generalization of ordinary differentiation and integration to an arbitrary (noninteger) order and therefore justifies its alternative name as calculus of arbitrary order. During last two decades there are several kind of researchers gave the ideas to define fractional calculus, for example Mathematician Liouville, Riemannn, Grunwald-Letnikov, Caputo have done major work on fractional calculus. we are going to talk about the definitions of fractional integral/derivative and some preliminary results in this section.
Definition 2.1. [6, 12] The fractional integral of order ν ≥ 0 of a function f (t) : R + −→ R is given by
provided the right hand side integral is point-wise continuous on R + . Here R is the set of real numbers, R + is the set of positive real numbers and Γ(·) is the well-known gamma function. 
provided the right hand side integral is point-wise continuous on R + . Here n is an integer, µ is a real number and n = [µ] + 1, i.e., (n − 1) ≤ µ < n.
Note that J ν t is the integral operator of order ν > 0, whereas D µ t is the differential operator, specifically the inverse of integral operator. Various kind of properties of these integral and differential operators can be found in [12, 6] and we reproduce here some of them. For f (t) ∈ C θ , θ ≥ −1, ρ, σ ≥ 0 and λ > −1, we have the following properties:
Homotopy Perturbation Method
Homotopy perturbation method (HPM), first proposed by He [10, 11] , has been employed to solve a large variety of linear and non linear problems [11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] . Generally, this method is a coupling of normal perturbation method and homotopy in topology. Contrary to other method, like Adomian decomposition method (ADM), this method does not require a small parameter in the equation and considered as the main advantage to get the analytical approximate solution easily and elegantly without transforming the equation or linearizing the problem. HPM gives a very rapid convergence of the series solution, generally after a few number of iterations, and leads to approximate solutions similar to the accurate solutions of nonlinear problems [4] . We, therefore, apply HPM to find the approximate analytical solution of our system (5). To discus this method, we consider the following nonlinear differential equation
with the boundary conditions
where L is the linear operator, N is the nonlinear operator, B is the boundary operator, Γ is the boundary of the domain Ω and f (r) is the known function. Following He's homotopy perturbation technique [10, 11] , we construct a homotopy as v(r, p) :
or
Here, p ∈ [0, 1] is the embedding parameter and u 0 is the initial approximation which satisfies the boundary conditions. From (8) and (9), one can have
It means that the changing process of the embedding parameter p from zero to unity is just that of v(r, p) from u 0 to u(r). From the topological point of view this is called deformation and
According to HPM [4, 13] , we assume that the embedding parameter p (0 ≤ p ≤ 1) as a "small parameter" and also assume that the solutions of the Eqs. (8) and (9) can be expressed as a power series in p:
Now the approximate solution of Eqs. (6) can be easily obtained by setting p → 1:
The convergence of the series in (13) has been proved in He's paper [10, 11] . The combination of the perturbation method and the homotpoy method is called the homotpoy perturbation method. Though the convergence depends on the nonlinear operator N in (6), the series in (13) is convergent in most cases. 4
Analytical solution of the problem
In this section, we apply the Homotopoy perturbation method to solve the Rosenzweig and MacArthur predator-prey model (5) with initial conditions x(0) = δ and y(o) = γ. Following HPM, we construct the homotopy structure of (5) as follows:
where 0 < m, n ≤ 1 and p ∈ [0, 1] is the homotopy parameter. If we consider p = 0, then (14) becomes a homogeneous fractional differential equation, which can be easily solved by fractional approach [6, 12] . The system (14) returns to the original Eqn. (5) for p = 1.
Following HPM, we assume that solutions of (14) can be written as a power series in p:
Taking p → 1, we obtain the approximate solutions of the original Eqn. (5) as
Substituting Eqs. (15) , (16) in (14) and equating the powers of p from both sides, we obtain the following 5 set of linear fractional order differential equations:
and so on. We now apply the operators J (19) . Solving each equation of (19), we have
and so on. Thus, the 3rd order approximate solution is obtained as
One can calculate more terms in a similar way to obtain better approximation of the solution.
Numerical computations
In this section, we perform numerical computations of our model system (5) for different fractional orders (m, n = 1/3, 1/2, 2/3) and as well as for the standard order (m, n = 1). We consider the parameter values as r = 0.03, K = 10, a = 16, α = 0.7, β = 0.6, d = 0.01 and initial values as δ = 1.3 and γ = 0.6. With this parameter set, we plot approximate solutions of prey population, x(t), for different fractional orders m when n = 1 (Fig. 1(i) ). This figure shows that prey population x(t) reaches to its maximum more rapidly with decreasing m. Subsequent rapid decrement in population density is also observed in this case. Similar approximate solution of prey population x(t) are plotted for different n when m = 1 (Fig. 1(ii) ). This figure shows that maximum prey density increases with increasing n. The corresponding surface plots are given in Fig. 2 (i) when t and m varies with fixed value of n (n = 1) and in Fig. 2 (ii) when t and n varies with fixed value of m (m = 1). Approximate solutions of predator population, y(t), for different values of n with m = 1 are presented in Fig. 3(i) . This figure shows that predator population grows very fast initially but satiates as time increases with decreasing values of n. The corresponding surface plot is presented in Fig. 3 (ii) when both n and t varies with fixed value of m (m = 1). One can draw similar graphs for predator population y(t) when m takes different values between 0 and 1 but n is fixed at 1 (figures not shown). 
In Fig. 4 , we simultaneously plot x(t) and y(t) for different orders. These figures show that prey population always decreases and predator population always increases whatever be the orders of m and n. However, predator population grows more slowly and prey population declines more slowly as the orders of m and n increase.
Summary
Integer order differential equations are extensively used to study predator-prey model [9] . However, application of fractional order differential equations is scarce. In recent time, researchers are showing interest to apply fractional time derivative in different field of natural sciences, including biology [5] . In this article, we have used a system of fractional order differential equations to represent a predator-prey interaction. It is assumed that prey population grows logistically in absence of predator and predator consumes prey following satiated type II response function. Similar fractional order predator-prey models were studied by other researchers where predation term has been considered as unsaturated type [1, 2, 7, 8] , which is biologically unrealistic. To the best of our knowledge, no body has tried to find analytical solution of a predator-prey model where predator's functional response is saturated type II. We have used homotopy perturbation technique, which is supposed to be more efficient method compare to other methods like Adomian decomposition method (ADM) [1] , to explicitly find the analytical solution of the nonlinear predator-prey fractional order system in series form. It is our believe that the idea of solving a system of fractional order population model with type II response function will motivate other researchers to find analytical solutions of more complex 11
and realistic biological systems.
